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Subjects and Questions Addressed

Subjects
• Multiresolution modeling (MRM)
• Multiresolution, multiperspective modeling (MRMPM)
• Families of models and games (FOMs)
• Exploratory analysis (EA)
Questions
• What?
• Why?
• How?
• Examples?
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Schedule

Plenary One
• Background
• Introduction to MRM and EA
Short Break
Plenary Two
• Designing and Calibrating MRM Models
Lunch
Workshop One
• Designing MRM
Short Break
Workshop Two
• Designing and conducting exploratory analysis
Wrapup Plenary
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Background
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Multiresolution Theory Is Familiar in Physics

Quantum Statistical Mechanics
Classical Statistical Mechanics

Thermodynamics
Engineering Laws

Heuristics

Features:
• Clear-cut relationships
• Meaningful two-way calibrations
• Unified semantics
•Textbooks
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Some Personal History

Precision fires, interdiction, force
projection, transformation

Experiments in VRM or MRM, and EA1983-2000

Strategic nuclear programs
Projection-force programs

None1975-81
(OSD)

Selected combat and political modelsVariable resolution modeling (VRM)1983-1988

Composability2003

DARPA’s Plume-Physics ProgramAggregate level plume theory1975 (IDA)

Missile defense, counterterrorismFamilies of models, games, etc.2004-2005

Precision firesMotivated metamodeling2001-2002

Global strategyExploratory Analysis (EA), Scenario
Space Concept

1988-1993

RSAS
Conventional balance, multitheater
analysis, general nuclear war

Multiscenario analysis1983-1985
(RAND)

ApplicationsTheory
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Illustrative Citations (see end slide)

Relevant to MRM
• Simon,Sciences of the Artificial (1969)
• Davis and Hillestad (1992); Davis and Bigelow (1998 and

2003); Bigelow and Davis (2003)
• Fishwick (1998)
• Axtell (1992)
• Natrajan, Srinvasan, and Reynolds (1997)
• Zeigler, Praenhofer and Kim (1998)
Relevant to Exploratory Analysis
• Davis (1988), Davis (ed.) (1993), Davis (2003)
• Lempert, Popper, and Bankes (2004)
• Bonder et al. (1994)
• Fox (2004) Sponsors over time for MRM and EA work:

Net Assessment, DARPA, RAND NDRI
Steering Group, AFRL, DMSO, RAND
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Other Relevant Examples
• Air Force Studies and Analysis, model families since

1970s (e.g., BRAWLER, SUPPRESSOR,
THUNDER)

• German IABG model family 1970s-1990s
• Army CAA family of models (currently with

COSAGE/ATCAL/JICM)
• OneSAF
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Introduction to MRM and MRMPM
What Are They?

Definitions, Distinctions, Ambiguities
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Definitions
• Multiresolution modeling (or variable-resolution modeling)

allows users to change resolution for
• Looking at outputs,
• Specifying inputs, and
• Reasoning about cause-effect relationships

•  Multiperspective modeling allows users to change
“perspective,” as in
• Choice of variables
• Representation

• Multiresolution, multiperspective modeling (MRMPM) does both
• Cross-resolution modeling connection is connecting distinct

models of different resolution

Not counted here as MRM:
pure bottom-up modeling
with multiresolution displays
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MRM may be done within one model, by
composing models, or both

Model A Model B
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Types of MRM

• Alternative submodels
• Integrated hierarchical variable resolution (IHVR)

models
• Approximations of IHVR
• Other?
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Alternative Submodels versus IHVR (1 of 2)

Submodel B:
A complex “black box”

Submodel A: a
“trivial” formula
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Alternative Submodels versus IHVR (2 of 2)

Submodel B:
A complex “black box”

Submodel A: a
“trivial” formula IHVR
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Concrete Example: Submodel A

No flexibility; all 7 inputs are required.

Case One: no MRM

Model A (treat as 
  “high resolution”)
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Concrete Example (2 of 2): Submodel B

Use either Model A (last slide) or
Model B

Model B (low resolution)

Type Target Type Weapon DE
========= ========== ===
Very Hard Precision 0.8
Other Precision 0.95
Very Hard Non-Precision 0.0
Other Non-Precision 0.1

Two choices, but submodels are unrelated.  Syntax,
semantics, concepts…are just “different.”
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Concrete Example with IHVR Design Instead 

Choice: three levels of resolution at which to input data.
Relations can be well defined.

*Means “can be inputted”Davis and Huber, 1992
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“Well-defined” should mean more than
cartoon with arrows

• Parameter CEP should be proper “average” of CEP(R(t)).
• What average? Scenario weights?  What about multimodal

probabilities?
• What about indexing CEP by scenario?

Example:

     

CEP = W
i

CEP(R)P
i
(R,T)dRdT

0

!

"
T

1

T
2

"
i

#

Probability in scenario i of 
being at Range R at time t.

Range of times
of interest

Weight of
scenario i
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Real Trees May Not Be Hierarchical
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Real Trees May Not Be Hierarchical, but
May Be Approximately So

Perhaps cross links are small, slowly changing; or perhaps
another tree would work better.
Contrast Axtell (1992) [search for exactness] and Davis and Bigelow (1998)
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 Summary Comparisons

More complex, requiring
mechanism for assessing
errors and perhaps
mitigating them

As for IHVR, but more widely
feasible

Approximate IHVR*

??Other

Not always possible.  May
require some “unnatural”
modeling

Clear, integrated, well posed
for cross-calibration

Integrated Hierarchical
Variable Resolution

Submodels may have no
understandable relationship

Easy. Allows for different
perspectives and styles in
submodels

Alternative Submodels

CONSPROS

 *Model becomes hierarchical only with approximation
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Some Subtleties and Standard Questions
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Ambiguity

Model may  be high resolution in one respect and low in another

Entities Attributes Processes Temporal,
spatial

Other

Resolution

And not all entities need have same resolution; nor all attributes of an
entity; nor…
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What About Networks, Rather Than
Hierarchies?

Can most systems, even networks, be seen as nearly
decomposable with components that are nearly hierarchical?
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Fidelity versus Resolution?

• High fidelity means faithfulness, accuracy, closeness
to reality, or apparent closeness to reality

• High resolution means detailed
• Relationships are unclear, e.g.:

– Training simulator may seem extremely “real” and be
accurate where it needs to be—despite low resolution in
many respects

– High-resolution simulation may omit many important
aspects of reality and may be inaccurate in others

– Often, people confuse accuracy with precision when
claiming fidelity

• It’s hopeless; ask what is meant!
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Does High Level Architecture (HLA) Solve
MRM Problem?

• HLA and other federation protocols allow for
interoperability—for connecting models across levels of
resolution

• But results may not make sense (Davis and Hillestad, 1993)
• Issues involve:

– Syntax
– Semantics
– Pragmatics
– Other aspects of context-specific validity

• True model composition requires far more than current-day
software engineering (Davis and Anderson, 2004)
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Why MRM?
(with contrived two-level dichotomy)
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We Need Both Low and High Res Models

Simulating realityAbstracting “big picture”

Informing, calibrating, or
explaining lo-res work

Informing, calibrating, or
summarizing hi-res work

Reasoning and
comprehension at more
atomic level of phemonena

Reasoning and
comprehension with high-level
variables

Narrow, in-depth analysis for
accuracy, precision, or detail

Analysis responding to high-
level questions

Using high-resolution
knowledge

Using low-resolution
knowledge

Detailed designEarly design

High-ResolutionLow-Resolution
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We Need Both Low and High Res Models

Simulating realityAbstracting “big picture”

Informing, calibrating, or
explaining lo-res work

Informing, calibrating, or
summarizing hi-res work

Reasoning and
comprehension at more
atomic level of phemonena

Reasoning and
comprehension with high-level
variables

Narrow, in-depth analysis for
accuracy, precision, or detail

Analysis responding to high-
level questions

Using high-resolution
knowledge

Using low-resolution
knowledge

Detailed designEarly design

High-ResolutionLow-Resolution

Despite computer-nik claims, none of this
 changes with super-fast computing!
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Low-Res Models Are Not Just Simplified
Detailed Models

Among lessons from complex adaptive systems,
• Different levels of phenomena have own laws
• Typical bottom-up modeling does not generate

correct “emergent behaviors”
• CAS models that do may have surprising mix of low-

and high-res features, e.g.
– Entity-level simulation (high-res)
– Entities with very few attributes (low-res)
– Entities with very simple behaviors (low-res)

• Perfect bottom-up models would generate higher-
level behaviors, but ...

Examples: TRANSIM,
ISAAC, MANA
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Are Low-Resolution Models Cheap?

Often, yes:
• Inexpensive to maintain and use
• Good for quick-turnaround analysis
And first-cut low-res models may be developed quickly
Cautions:
• “Improved” spreadsheet models can become opaque
• First-cut low-res models are often naïve, and wrong
• Good low-res models take time and effort to build
• So, lo-res models may be cheaper, but not cheap (e.g,

$500 K versus $5 M)
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Families of Models, Games, and Other
Sources of Data
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Families of Models, Games, and
Empirical Data Bases

• Families of models aren’t good enough
• We need human games to exploit humans, such as

warfighters or out-of-box thinkers
• Modelers and analysts benefit from confronting real-

world data from history or experiments
• Proposing such diverse families is radical, but

potential payoff is high
• Many model families already exist, but validity is

often dubious: new methods can improve them
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Virtues of a Family of Models, Games,
and Empirical Data Bases

Source
Analytical model

Human game

Campaign model

Entity level model

Field experiment

Low

High

Med.

High

Low

Typi-
cal
reso-
lution

    Analytical
Agility   Breadth

Decision
support

  Richness of
Pheno-  Human
mena    actions

Inte-
gration

History Low

Reality

Colors are defensible, but subjective and situation-dependent

Potential improves with good agent-based
models for command and control
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It’s All Relative

But what is “agile,” “broad”, “in depth?”  It’s all relative!

• At any given level of modeling n, it is valuable to be
able to
– Abstract to level n-1(e.g., to simplify story)
– Zoom to level n+1(e.g., to explain results),

• And we want results at levels n-1, n, and n+1 to be
“consistent”

• MRM is for entity-level simulationists, as well as for
policy analysts
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Old-Think On Model Families

Engagement

Tactical

Operational

Strategic
Level of model

Data at
relevant level

Notion
• Commission models
   at each level (without integration)
• “Calibrate” upward assuming
  truth is at entity level
• Promise seamlessness

Results: typically poor
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New-Think: Integrated Hierarchical
Families of Models

Engagement

Tactical

Operational

Strategic
Level of modelData and

insights Key Notions
• Integrated design of family
• Use all relevant information 
• Mutual calibration
• Good seams

National Research Council (1997)
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New New-Think: Networks of Models Having Different
Resolutions and Perspectives
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Information Dominance

Aircraft/Air Defense
Interactions

SEMINT
Distributed Model interface

RJARS
  –  BLUE MAX  II
  –  CHAMP

CAGIS
  –  DTED
  –  DFAD

RTAM
  –  NVEOD
      Model

Maneuver & Firepower
Force Protection

Acoustic
Sensors

Enhanced Target
Acquisition

ASP

Digital Terrain
Representation

C3

Model

Smart Munitions

Force-on force
Combat Simulation

JANUS
  –  MADAM

Active
Protection

System

Example: Networked Composition with High-Resolution
Components (and some low-resolution features

From Randall Steeb and John Matsumura, RAND
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Quest, Yes: Impossible, No
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Ok, We Want MRM, but Can Models Be
“Consistent?”
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State Diagram for Model A (Hi-Res)

Initial high-
resolution state

Initial aggregate
state

Simulate
with model A Final high-

resolution state

Final aggregate
state

2

1 3

4

Aggregate
(and lose 
info)

Aggregate
(and lose 
info)

Time
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Adding State Diagram for Model B (Lo-Res)

Simulate with model A

Simulate with model B

Disaggregate
(using new info.)

Disaggregate

Initial high-
resolution state

Initial aggregate
state

Final high-
resolution state

2

1 3

4

Aggregate
(and lose 
info)

Aggregate
(and lose 
info)

Final aggregate
state

6

7

5

8
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Project Problem-Relevant Implications of Final State

Initial high-
resolution state

Initial aggregate
state

Simulate with model A
Final high-
resolution state

Final aggregate
state

2

1 3

4
Simulate with model B 65

Aggregate
(and lose 
info)

Aggregate
(and lose 
info)

Aggregate
results

High
res.
results

Disaggregate using new info.

7

6b
4b

7b
3

Disaggregate

Weak consistency:    4b = 6b + ignorable error in relevant “experimental frame”
Strong consistency:   3 =  7b + ignorable error in relevant “experimental frame”

8
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Observations
• Few models carry along all relevant information, especially when

history matters
• Information lost by aggregation may be perishable anyway
• And information on how to disaggregate may be available from “other

sources” (e.g., doctrine)
• Great caution is warranted when modelers claim rigor on such matters

– Do similar objects behave identically?
– Do all objects aggregate and disaggregate identically?
– Is uniformity assumed?
– Does model reflect human adaptiveness?

• So, goodness doesn’t correlate with detail
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But What About Stochastic Effects?

• Reducing numbers of variables means leaving “hidden variables”
• Effects may be reflected with

– Stochastic model
– Deterministic model and uncertainty analysis varying input parameters
– Neither

• Sometimes, stochastic model is essential (Lucas, MOR, 2000)
• Sometimes smart deterministic model can reflect net effects of

stochasticy
• Sometimes stochastic effects are trivial
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Tools for MRM?
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Desirable Design Attributes for MRM Models

• Convenient array formalisms to chunk concepts
• “Paper and pencil mathematics” to suggest natural

abstractions
• Approximate hierarchical trees
• Estimation theory  for good approximations
• Alternate sets of variables for alternate perspectives.
• Abstractions of convenience to increase agility
• Allowing extensive human interaction to permit

testing new concepts, abstractions, and perspectives
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Introduction to Exploratory Analysis
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A Context of Capabilities Based Planning

• Analysis based on point scenarios is foolish because
of massive uncertainty in many dimensions

• Analysis driven by big, ponderous models and point-
scenario data bases is comparably dubious—and
not what SecDefs want

• SecDef mandated capabilities-based planning in
2001

• Watchwords:
– Flexibility
– Adaptiveness
– Robustness

Major implications for modeling: It’s
about planning under uncertainty!
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References

DoD
Rumsfeld, Quadrennial Defense Review, 2001
Defense Capabilities Study (Aldridge Report), 2004
Unpublished DoD material on JCIDs, CARs...

RAND
Davis, “Planning for Adaptiveness,” in New Challenges

in Defense Planning, 1994
Davis, Analytic Architecture for Capabilities-Based

Planning..., 2002
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From Whence We Are Departing: a
Schematic Point Scenario from 1990s

Iraq
threatens
Kuwait

US
deploys
forces

Iraq
mobilizes

Iraq invades

US
engages

North
Korea
prepares
invasion

US
reinforces

North
Korea
invades

US engages
Time
(days)

     0    5    10    15   20   25   30    35    40    45    50

Scenario specifies:
•Particular enemies
•Warning times
•C Days, D Days
•Orders of battle,...
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Exploratory Analysis to Assess Capabilities in
Scenario Space (or Parameter Space)

DPG “point scenario”
(two concurrent 
specific MRCs)

Example in force
planning

Long list of not-implausible
“name-level” scenarios

Step One

Detailed-case scenario
space

Dimensions of:
• Political-military context
• Military strategies
• Forces
• Force and weapon

effectiveness
• Environmental factors
• Algorithms depicting

warfare

Step Two
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Warning: Multiple Scenarios Is Not Enough

• Common error: imagine that multiple pol-mil
scenarios suffices for force planning

• However, each such “official” pol-mil scenario is
merely a point case; same basic pol-mil scenario
could occur in many ways (step 2 of previous slide)
– Short warning, long warning; many allies, no allies;...

• If anything, step 2 exploration is more important and
more consequential for defense planning!
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EA Is Not Just Sensitivity Analysis!

• Usual sensitivity analysis pivots about  best-estimate
case, one variable at a time

• Exploratory analysis examines full space
– Discourages concept of “best estimate” case
– Consider all combinations of variable values
– Seeks robust solutions

• Methods: parametric and probabilistic exploration
motivated by strategic view
– Fault trees
– Ops diagrams
– ...
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Recall the Family of Models, Games,...

Source
Analytical model

Human game

Campaign model

Entity level model

Field experiment

Low

High

Med.

High

Low

Reso-
lution

    Analytical
Agility   Breadth

Decision
support

  Richness of
Pheno-  Human
mena    actions

Inte-
gration

History Low

Reality

Colors are defensible, but subjective and situation-dependent

Niche of exploratory analysis
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Technological Prospects for EA Are Very Good

• MRM theory
• Better displays and visualization tools
• Better tools for data searching and mining
• Intelligent, assisted modeling

– Algorithms look for “good” or “interesting” outcomes
– Focus exploration in identified regions

EA has been done at RAND with EXCEL
models, Analytica models, and JICM
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Types of uncertainty

• Input (or parametric) uncertainty
– Inputs may be knowable but temporarily unknown, or

inherently uncertain
– Inputs may be deterministic or stochastic

• Structural uncertainty:
• Are all variables represented?
• Is the analytical form valid?
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Familiar Example: Lanchester “Law”
Even if attrition were “Lanchesterian”
• Which “law”?
And, even if one chooses the “law,”
• What parameter values?

d ˜ R 

dt
=- ˜ K b

˜ B 
e
( t) ˜ R 

f
(t )

d ˜ B 

dt
= - ˜ K r

˜ B 
g
(t) ˜ R 

h
(t)

Even structural uncertainties can be
parametrized, to some degree
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Pure Types of Exploratory Analysis

Makes interpretation more difficult
and may still be misleading

Can handle many more
variables..

Hybrid (e.g., treat less
critical factors
probabilistically)

Loses cause-effect trail.
Probabilistic allure can be
insidious, especially in war.
Actual probabilities often are
correlated.
Mixes strategically distinct cases

Can handle many more
variables easily.
Diminishes apparent
significance of low-
probability combinations

Probabilistic treatment of
uncertainty

May generate huge experiment
set, needing special tools and
experimental designs.  Needs low-
resolution model (e.g., 3-12
parameters)

Maintains cause-effect
trail

Parametric treatment of
uncertainty

ConsProsType

Even “parametric” approach can include solidly based
stochastic effects if desired (e.g., with CEP as parameter)
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Barriers to Exploratory Analysis

• Curse of dimensionality
– Models grow factorially with complexity
– Computing limitations

• M uncertain inputs, each with N values, means NM cases
(before smart sampling)

• E.g., 8 variables with 5 values each lead to 390K runs
– Cognitive limitations

• How can analysts and decisionmakers understand results,
even if computed?

• Lack of knowledge about parameter ranges and
probability distributions

• Uncertainty about model structure
Open-minded parametric analysis with good
low-resolution models can go a long way
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Examples
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Illustrative Plan for Parametric Exploration

Small and high “slowing effects” of interdictionAlgorithms

Very cloudy; open or mixed terrainEnvironmental

Red: advanced air defenses, or not
Blue: advanced long-range fires, or not

Weapons

Red: 3, 6, 12 divisions
Allies: 0,  3, 6 brigades

Forces

Red invades on 1 or 3 axes, with 50 or 100
meter separations

Strategies

Short-warning invasion without prior US
presence
C=D-10, D-5, D, D+5

Pol-mil setting

Tangible Measures and Values ExploredDimension of Scenario space

About 2500 cases
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Fault trees can motivate experimental design

Defense fails

GCC forces
collapse quicklyAir forces ineffectiveUS forces

arrive too late

US slow to
react

Low ground
attack sortie rate

Poor lethality
and stopping power

GCC
mobilizes too
late

Lack of size,
competence,
or cohesionAirbase

suppres-
sion
(chem-
icals...) Tough air

defenses
prolong
SEAD

Too few
 sensor-
fuzed
weapons

C3I
counter-
measures,
IW

Slow 
deploy-
ment
–Too little
    mobility
–Opposed
  entry
–Chemical
   attacks on
   prepo-
   sitioned
   equipment

ILLUSTRATIVE CORRECTIVES
• More forward-deployed forces and secure prepo.
• Rapidly deployable forced-entry units
• Rapidly deployable forces dependent on long-range fires
• Frequent exercises with GCC states
• In-place air defenses and anti-missile defenses

Carriers
can’t use
Gulf

Rapid
ground
movements
without
massing

WMD is
cross-cutting
problem

SWA
example,
circa 1996
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            A Success Tree
       Quickly Counter Maneuver

Deploy
forces and
logistics

Establish high-
effectiveness
C2, ISR

Suppress or
avoid air
defenses

Attack
maneuver
forces

Use
forward-
deployed
forces

Deploy
upon
strategic
warning

Deploy fast
after D-Day

Use
standing
capabilities

Spin up
fast
after
warning

Attack
IADS

Use stealth
or standoff

Maintain
suppression

Delay
and
disrupt

Attack
moving
forces

Reinforce
allies

• Forward presence
• Base preparation, prepositioning,
  fallback options with logistics
• Base and force protection
• High deployment rates
• Good use of warning

• Standing command
  and control groups
• Forward presence
• Good use of warning

• Prior planning, preparation
  of decision makers, allies
• Sufficient quantities of
  critical anti-SAM munitions
• Dynamic control

• Effects-based
 planning focused
 on early delays,
 disruption and
 collapsing morale
• Rapidly employable 
  joint task force

For stressful
circumstances

analyses, circa
1998-2002
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Parameteric Exploration

Kills
per 
anti-armor
fixed-wing
aircraft
per day

Kills per helicopter or MLRS per day

Speed (Km/day)

Vehicles to Kill
Speed (km/day)
D-Day AC*
D-Day Helos
Anti-armor AC/day*
SEAD (days)
AC Effect. Mult.**
Helo Effect. Mult.**
  *fixed-wing
**during SEAD phase

What it takes to defend Kuwait

Interactive

Davis and Carrillo (1997)
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Analytica Display of Parametric Exploration

In example,

9-parameter
space is
explored
interactively!
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Display of Probabilistic Exploration

Note non-gaussian form and bad “tail”

Distance (km)

Relative
probability

of halt
distance

         150     300              450                     600

Outcome distribution shows potential for disaster

Example from analysis experiments with Analytica and Crystal Ball
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Generic Problem, circa 2000: Poor Prospects if
Deployment is Late

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4

Threat
(size,com-petence,andcleverness)

Time deployment begins
(relative to D-Day)

Large threat, clever strategy

Typical
planning
scenario

Small threat, pedestrian strategy

Success
likely

Failure
likely
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Rapid Insertion Force Would Greatly Improve
Odds in Important Cases

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4

Threat
(size,com-petence,andcleverness)

Time deployment begins
(relative to D-Day)

Success
likely

Failure
likely

Success
with advan-
ced force
and good
circumstances True for

many
SSCs and
MTWs
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Lessons Learned
• Studying problem at different levels and perspectives

is extremely useful
• MRMPM has helped communicate insights to

different communities, e.g.:
– C4ISR
– Operations
– Programming and analysis

• Implementing MRMPM within a single model
becomes very complex even quicker than expected
– Alternative perspectives are principal villains
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APPENDIX: How Do We Get Agile
Models for Exploratory Modeling?
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Desirable Features of Models for Exploration

Purpose: generate synoptic view
Needs
• Small number of input parameters (e.g., 5-10, not 100)
• Cause-effect comprehensibility
• Reasonable validity for intended context
• Comprehensiveness for intended context
• Ties to more definitive  models and empirical data
• Speed and ability to run mostly unattended

How can this cat be stroked?
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Ways To Proceed

1. Big Model. If available, use one that permits parametric
exploration (with many variables held constant)

2. Relatively Simple Phenomenology Model.  Build model
based on phenomenology and specific problem

3. Statistical Metamodel. Run high-resolution “correct” model as
source of data.  Analyze statistically.  Generate fast-running
repro model (response surface or metamodel)

4. Motivated Metamodel.  Use knowledge of problem to
generate approximate model structures; then use statistics to
test and calibrate with high-resolution models

5. Hybrid.  Use combination of models and other information.
Use n-way calibration to use all information well

Not counted here: multiresolution query system tapping library of detailed
model runs.  Although valuable, that is multiresolution displaying, not
multiresolution modeling.
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Grading the Methods

YesYesYesYesYes5. Hybrid

YesBase
model?

Base
model?

YesYes4. Motivated
metamodel

YesBase
model?

Base
model?

NoYes3. Statistical
metamodel

Can be??YesYes2. Relatively
simple
phenomenology
model

???Base
model?

Many variables
held constant.

1. Suitable “base
model”

Linked to
detail and
data?

Compre-
hensive?Valid?

Com-
prehen-
sible?

Few param-
eters?Approach
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Examples from Personal Experience
• JICM: theater- and global analyses; very joint; highly parameterized;

relatively aggregated; complex with modules.
• START: spreadsheet model of simplified theater warfare for study of

air-force issues.  Derivative of JICM.
• EXHALT, EXHALT-CF: Analytica model, assesses long-range fires as

function of many strategy-level factors (access, warning time, prior
deployment...).

• Motivated Metamodel Approximation to EXHALT-CF
• PEM: Analytica model of narrow high-resolution issue: interaction of

long-range fires with terrain features. Cross-calibrated with entity-level
simulation.

• CAM-MD: Analytica model of ballistic-missile defense, suitable for
investment analysis.  Informed by more detailed models and other
information.
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Other Relevant Examples
• Air Force Studies and Analysis developed family of

models in 1970s
• German IABG used family of models from 1970s into

1990s
• Vector Research used “motivated metamodel” along

with flagship corps-level model, Vector II, for
influential Army-restructuring work (early 90s)

• MITRE has used modular Analytica models for
C4ISR (Cape models)

•  Many organizations use statistical metamodels
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Who Knows How To Build Such Models?
• Many physical scientists
• Designers of aircraft , missiles, ships...
• Most good “systems analysts” includes such models in background
• However, few individuals work across levels of resolution or

perspectives, and most resist doing so
– Many only work with relatively low-resolution models
– Many work only with relatively detailed bottom-up model
– Managers seeking “agile models” may be sorely disappointed when

“simple models” built bottom-up expand and performance plummets
• Also, many who claim to know how to build agile models are just

applying schoolbook statistics
• Organizations may resist because big models are source of power and

money
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• Axtell, Robert (1992), Theory of Model Aggregation..., Diss., Carnegie Mellon.
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Research, Ann Arbor, MI.
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**Top three references for tutorial follow-up

RAND pubs at www.rand.org

See also www.rand.org/personal/pdavis for some older
documents

http://www.rand.org
http://www.rand.org/personal/pdavis

